Introduction
[2] The decadal El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)-like pattern in the Pacific has been extensively studied in the past decade after the seminal work of Nitta and Yamada [1989] . It is widely accepted that the tropical decadal variation influences the global climate [e.g., Pan and Oort, 1983] as well as the ENSO period and strength [e.g., Wang, 1995] . The physical mechanisms responsible for the decadal ENSO-like phenomenon, however, are quite controversial. Various distinct hypotheses based on a hierarchy of models have been proposed to explain origins of the decadal phenomenon; those are the tropical-extratropical interaction [Gu and Philander, 1997; Lau, 1997] , the extratropical decadal forcing of the oceanic meridional subtropical cell [Kleeman et al., 1999] , the delayed negative feedback arising from the tropical oceanic Rossby wave propagation [Knutson and Manabe, 1998 ], the tropical stochastic atmospheric forcing [Kirtman and Schopf, 1998 ], and the nonlinearity of the tropical coupling system [Timmermann and Jin, 2002] .
[3] Much attention in the existing literature has been paid to the potential influence of the North Pacific ocean-atmosphere processes on the decadal ENSO-like variation. Recent observational studies, however, have shown pronounced subsurface signals moving from the South Pacific to the equatorial region, probably favored by the absence of the potential vorticity barrier in the Southern Ocean [Luo and Yamagata, 2001; Giese et al., 2002; Bratcher and Giese, 2002] . The subsurface signals in the North Pacific, however, do not seem to play an important role because of the potential vorticity barrier related to the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Luo and Yamagata [2001] have shown that the South Pacific subsurface signals are largely forced by the teleconnection in the Southern Hemisphere. The observational results, however, cannot be robust because of the short period and sparse oceanic data. This study is to revisit the influence of the South Pacific processes on the decadal ENSO-like variation by utilizing 200-year outputs of a coupled general circulation model (CGCM).
Model Description
[4] The coupled ocean atmosphere model is the Scale INTeraction EXperiment-FRSGC (SINTEX-F1) model which has been developed from the original European SINTEX model Guilyardi et al., 2003] . The ocean component is the reference version 8.2 of OPA [Madec et al., 1998 ] with the ORCA2 configuration. The model longitude-latitude resolution is 2°Â 2°cos(latitude) with increased meridional resolutions to 0.5°near the equator. It has 31 vertical levels with 19 of which lie in the top 400 meters. The atmospheric component is the latest version of ECHAM4 in which the Message Passing Interface is applied to parallel computation [Roeckner et al., 1996] . We adopted a high horizontal resolution (T106) of about 1.1°Â 1.1°. A hybrid sigmapressure vertical coordinate (19 levels) is used with the highest resolution near the boundary. The coupling information without flux correction is exchanged every two hours between the OPA and ECHAM4 models by means of the OASIS 2.4 coupler [Valcke et al., 2000] . The CGCM was run for 220 years. The initial condition of the atmosphere is provided by one year run forced with the monthly climatological sea surface temperature (SST). The ocean is started from the Levitus annual mean climatology with state of rest. The model gradually reaches its own climatology within the first 20 years. Therefore, we use the last 200-year outputs for analysis in this study.
[5] The SINTEX-F1 model reproduces realistically irregular ENSO events with the largest Nino3 SST fluctuations close to 2.5°C and with a main period of about 3-5 years. The standard deviation and spatial pattern of SST anomalies (SSTAs) in the equatorial Pacific are also close to the observations (not shown, see Gualdi et al. [2003] ). The model global SST shows a slight warm trend of about 0.3°C during the last 200-year integration. To study the decadal variability, we used the band-pass (7 -35 years) filter of the complex Morlet wavelet transform [Torrence and Compo, 1998 ] as in Luo and Yamagata [2001] . All model anomalies in the present study are computed with respect to the last 200-year monthly climatologies.
Results
[6] As shown in Figure 1 , the activity (strength and period) of the decadal Nino3 SSTAs vary from decade to decade with a typical period of 10 -17 years from a spectrum analysis (not shown). This is similar to the observations [e.g., Luo and Yamagata, 2001] . The mean amplitude (0.19°C) is about one fourth of the interannual one. It is amazing that global (60°S-80°N) land surface temperature anomaly shows an in-phase variation with the Nino3 index and has a maximum delayed correlation (0.84) at a lag-time of about 1 year. This indicates a significant impact of the decadal ENSO on the global warming/cooling. The high correlation could be reasonable because of the absence of anthropogenic forcings and sea ice variations in the model. The typical decadal SST and surface winds changes, as calculated by subtracting 11 negative events from 11 positive ones with their amplitudes larger than one standard deviation of the Nino3 index, show an ENSO-like pattern in the Pacific but with a broad poleward extension of the warm SSTAs in the tropics (Figure 2a) . This is also similar to the observations [Luo and Yamagata, 2001 ] except that the model produces maximum warm SSTAs in the eastern equatorial zone rather than in off-equatorial regions. The reason of such a discrepancy is under investigation. Associated with the El Niño-like SSTAs, anomalous anticyclonic winds, accompanied with basin-wide warm SSTAs, appear in the southern Indian Ocean. In addition to the stronger Aleutian low as expected by the teleconnection in the Northern Hemisphere, the tropical warm SSTAs also induce an anomalous cyclonic circulation in the South Pacific tilting in a southeast-northwest (SE -NW) direction (Figure 2b , see also Lau and Nath [1994] ). We note that the North Pacific anomalous cyclone is stronger compared with the observations and extends much equatorward. This gives rise to unrealistic subsurface signals in the North Pacific as seen below.
[7] Associated with the anomalous circulation in the South Pacific, upward Ekman pumping velocity with the similar SE-NW orientation appears along the northeastern edge of the cyclone (Figure 3a) . This raises the local oceanic thermocline, and generates cold subsurface temperature anomalies (Tsub) which further extend westward probably owing to the oceanic Rossby wave characteristics (Figure 3b ). This result is again consistent with the observations [Luo and Yamagata, 2001] . The Tsub was calculated at the isopycnal layers between s q = 23.2 and s q = 26.2 which correspond to the main thermocline of the equatorial Pacific. Unfortunately, as many other CGCMs [Knutson and Manabe, 1998; Yukimoto et al., 2000] , the SINTEX-F1 model fails to reproduce realistic Tsub signals in the tropical North Pacific probably owing to the unrealistic basin-wide Ekman upwelling there (see Figure 3a) . Besides, the subduction process in the North Pacific is not simulated properly (Figure 3b ). Further efforts are required to reduce the current model deficiencies.
[8] In order to understand the relationship between the South Pacific off-equatorial Tsub and the decadal ENSOlike variation, we plotted in Figure 4a the lead-lag regressed Tsub on the decadal Nino3 index along the northeastern edge of the tilted cyclone in the South Pacific (see the shaded region in Figure 3b ). Warm (cold) Tsub moves from about 30°S to the south of 10°S during a short period of about 3 years before (after) warm peak SSTAs appear in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The tropical thermocline shows a seesaw between the west and the east, and a slow eastward movement along the equator (Figure 4b ). This picture is similar to that of the interannual ENSO, suggesting that the Figure 4 . a) As in Figure 3b , but for the lead-lag regressed Tsub averaged along the shaded region shown in Figure 3b during the period from À7 years to +7 years. b) As in a), but for the tropical Tsub averaged between 10°S and 10°N. c) As in b), but for the zonal average of the tropical Tsub between 150°E and 70°W at 10°S-10°N. Figure 4a , but for the lead-lag regressed Ekman pumping velocity averaged along the shaded region shown in Figure 3a (unit: 10 À5 cm/s).
recharge/discharge concept [Jin, 1997] may be also applicable to the decadal phenomenon ( Figure 4c ). It is interesting that the zonally averaged tropical Tsub varies in phase with that south of 10°S (see Figures 4a and 4c ). In addition, maximum negative correlation of the off-equatorial Tsub appears in the tropical South Pacific at the lag-time of about 3 years ( Figure 5 ). These indicate the South Pacific origin of the tropical decadal variability.
[9] The fast equatorward movement of the South Pacific Tsub cannot be explained by either mean or anomalous advections although both may have some minor contributions (not shown). Instead, a local Tsub fluctuation center appears around 13°S (Figure 4a ) which requires a local atmospheric forcing. Figure 6 displays the corresponding lead-lag regressed Ekman pumping velocity in the South Pacific (i.e., the shaded region in Figure 3a ). It shows a consistent fast equatorward movement and local maxima (minima) south of 10°S. The temporal variation of the Ekman pumping velocity leads that of the Tsub for about 1 -2 years. This suggests that the South Pacific Tsub is largely forced by the atmospheric teleconnection in the Southern Hemisphere.
Summary and Discussion
[10] We have investigated the origin of the decadal (7 -35 years) ENSO-like variation by analyzing 200-year outputs of the SINTEX-F1 CGCM. The model reproduces realistic decadal variability involved with the South Pacific oceanatmosphere processes. Remotely forced by the tropical warm (cold) SSTAs, a SE-NW tilted atmospheric cyclone (anticyclone) appears in the South Pacific. This induces the same SE-NW tilted Ekman upwelling (downwelling) along the northeastern edge of the anomalous circulation, and gives rise to cold (warm) Tsub there. The South Pacific Tsub acts as an external thermal source to discharge/recharge the tropical ocean, thus, inducing decadal fluctuations of the ENSO-like phenomenon. The present coupled model results confirm in general the observational findings [Luo and Yamagata, 2001; Giese et al., 2002; Bratcher and Giese, 2002] .
[11] The high lag-correlation between the global land surface temperature anomaly and the Nino3 SSTA indicates the significant global influence of the decadal ENSO. This suggests that the decadal global warming may be predictable by the knowledge of the ocean-atmosphere interactions in the South Pacific [Bratcher and Giese, 2002] .
[12] The present model, as many existing CGCMs, produces unrealistically large Tsub signals in the North Pacific. Further efforts are required to reduce the strong atmospheric bias in the North Pacific. In addition, the teleconnection in the Southern Hemisphere and its decadal variations need further studies.
